
 

 

 

 

 
 

Artist Paints Sculpture Special FX Luminous Red 
 
The contemporary British artist Chris Levine paints his sculpture featuring in the 528 Hz Love Frequency exhibition in 

SpecialFX florescent luminous red.  

 

Chris Levine is perhaps best known for producing light portraits of notable cultural figures, most famously his 

depiction of the Queen in Lightness of Being in 2012. Along with his acclaimed iconic meditative portraits of Banksy, 

and Grace James, amongst others. The 528 Hz Love Frequency exhibition is his largest to date.  

 

The 528 Hz Love Frequency exhibition features a series of new holographic works, print works and large immersive 

laser and LED installations. The centrepiece of the Houghton Hall show 528 Hz Love Frequency exhibition is a 

monumental spherical structure Molecule of Light on the front lawn that emits a sound beam.  

 

The Molecule of Light is 25m in height and its spherical structure is painted in Special FX Luminous Red for its 

dramatic impact and ability to reflect the light as part of the laser exhibition 528 Hz Love Frequency taking place at 

Houghton Hall in Norfolk from 22 October to 23 December 2021. Originally the sculpture was going to be white, 

however after testing a more reflective and dramatic affect was needed and therefore the SpecialFX paint was 

chosen. 

 

The luminous red Special FX paint was applied to the Molecule of Light sculpture by JB Blasting. The paint was 

applied through a pumped on method using a Graco pump, this method was chosen to speed up process rather than 

using gravity guns. The pump method is an airless spray system where the paint goes through a tank and gives 

coverage of the paint quickly with a quality finish.    



 

 

 

 

   
 

The SpecialFX luminous red Molecule of Light sculpture is now in place and can be seen at Houghton Hall as part of 

the 528 Hz Love Frequency exhibition until 23 December 2021. 

 

Lawrie Hoare, Managing Director at FLP Group said 

“It is great to see our SpecialFX paint being applied to the contemporary art as it is typically seen on vehicles, 

motorbikes and wheels.  It is exciting to see this usual application of our SpecialFX Florescent Luminous Red paint on 

a Chris Levine sculpture in his latest exhibition at Houghton Hall.”  

 

Chris Levine, British Contemporary Artist said 

“It’s a great honour to be showing at Houghton. All my endeavours to create work that is truly experiential and 

transformative have brought me to this defining moment. I’ve always sought to create art that draws the viewer to 

stillness and into a meditative expansive state. The more the work can be accessed through the heart and not 

needing to be mentally processed allows for a deeper sensory experience and something that moves us emotionally 

and with a positive impact on our physiological state.” 

 

 

 

A little more about us… 

SpecialFX 

SpecialFX paint finishes is a specialist paint brand manufactured by FLP Group based in Doncaster, South Yorkshire. 

The SpecialFX range includes fluorescent, chrome, evolve and candy colours. The SpecialFX paints are typically 

applied to vehicles, motorbikes, wheels, go karts and more. Visit the SpecialFX website for more details 

www.specialfxpaints.com  

 

FLP Group 

FLP Group are a manufacturer and distributor of key products like Kapci, Polimax, and Impa. FLP Group 

manufactures SpecialFX, Final Systems and a range of own brand labels at their premises in Doncaster, South 

Yorkshire. The paints manufactured and distributed are typically for automotive and industrial use. FLP Group sell to 

automotive factors and wholesalers. Visit the FLP Group website for more details www.flpgroup.co.uk 

  

http://www.specialfxpaints.com/
http://www.flpgroup.co.uk/

